
COUNCIL MINUTES 

JUNE 2, 2003 

 

The regular Council Meeting was held on Monday, June 2, 2003 at 7 p.m. in the Euclid City Hall Council 

Chamber.  President Gudenas presided. 

 

Members Present: Delaney, Gruber, Holzheimer Gail, Langman, Lisy, McTighe, Miller, Sustarsic, Gudenas 

 

Others Present: Mayor Oyaski, Finance Director Balazs, Public Service Director Gulich, Parks & 

Recreation Director DeMinico, Acting CS&ED Director Gliha, Administrative Director 

Johnson, Fire Chief Dworning, Police Chief Maine, Acting Law Director Vento de 

Crespo, Asst. Service Director Driscoll, Asst. Chief Housing Inspector Petkovic, Sgt.-at-

Arms Volk, Clerk of Council Cahill 

 

Invocation was given by Pastor Owens. 

 

COUNCIL MINUTES 

Councilwoman moved to received and approve the Council Minutes of May 19, 2003; seconded by 

Councilman Sustarsic.   Yeas:  Unanimous. 

 

COMMUNICATIONS 

Council has received the following communications: 

An Order from the Division of Liquor Control stating the legislative objection is overruled and the processing 

of the permit for Euclid Dollar at 22346 Lake Shore Blvd. will continue. 

Resolutions from the City of North Olmsted and the City of Solon urging the Ohio Senate and Ohio House of 

Representatives to override any veto by Governor Taft of the elimination of e-check emission inspections. 

A letter from Attorney Carl Monastra regarding his client, Michael McTighe on residency issue. 

A news release from Mayor Oyaski regarding a report on the Euclid Waterfront Revitalization Project from 

Congresswoman Stephanie Tubbs Jones. 

The Water Distribution System Study by Michael Benza & Assoc. 

A letter from Jeff McDaniel, Vice President of the Euclid Professional Firefighters Association local 337 

regarding the Federal Emergency Management Agency. 

A summary of legislation on tonight’s agenda by Acting Director of Law Vento. 

 

ADMINISTRATION REPORTS & COMMUNICATIONS 

Mayor Oyaski – I was pleased that the entire Council was able to join in the Memorial Day Parade last week 

and also that we had a wonderful turnout to acknowledge our gratitude to the members of the Police Auxiliary 

last Friday.  Mr. DeMinico has a couple of brief announcements, Mr. Chairman. 

 

Director DeMinico- Believe it or not, summer is upon us.  In a couple of weeks on Saturday, June 14th, 

Memorial Pool will open for the season and the following Monday, June 16th, will be the first day for our 

neighborhood small pools.  So we want to let the residents that all our pools will be open and running this 

coming season and we’re looking for warmer days and the laughter of children playing. 

 Also, for the general public, everybody knows that we’re doing a major renovation at Euclid Park 

Clubhouse and we’ve had several inquiries about some of the plants behind there, in particular the rose plants 

that are behind the Euclid Clubhouse.  Those plants can be available for transplant if a resident wanted to call 

our office at City Hall, 289-8114, or our Maintenance Division, 289-2726, to make arrangements.  That can be 

taken care of. 

 

Mayor Oyaski – Mr. DeMinico’s offer of the flowers is a first-come first-served so any interested person 

should follow up promptly.   

 

Mayor Oyaski presented a plaque of appreciation to Rich Jost upon his retirement from the City of Euclid. 

 

Mayor Oyaski – Speaking of Bill Tomko, there will be a ceremony two weeks from today at 6:30 before the 

next Council meeting out by the Time Capsule.  I know Penny Riha and members of the Historical Society are 

planning a special event and Mr. Tomko worked very hard on that on the 200th Anniversary of the Bill of 

Rights.  So we will be having a ceremony just outside this window.   

 And also to follow up on what Mr. Jost said, Euclid loss two of its finest and longest living residents last 

week, Marie Zagar.  Marie Zagar was one of the founders of Zagar Tool.  She and her family built one of 

Euclid’s best companies.  It’s still in high gear over there on the south Marginal.  We extend our deepest 

sympathy to Mr. Zagar and the entire Zagar family.   

 And Doc Baldwin, who I think has lived in Euclid longer than anyone else I know, more than 80 years 

over in the 2nd Ward, always wore a bow tie, always had a twinkle in his eye and he always had some help for 

the local children, has also left us.  So we give our sympathy to Mrs. Baldwin and the entire Baldwin family. 
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REPORTS & COMMITTEE MINUTES 

Councilwoman Miller moved to receive and approve The Police Report – March, 2003 and the Fire Report – 

April, 2003.  Councilman Sustarsic seconded.  Yeas:  Unanimous. 

 

COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE 

President Gudenas - Several items will not be voted on today.  Item #1 will not be.  We expect to have a 

Special Council Meeting July the 7th for Item 1.  It’ll go to Planning & Zoning prior to that.  And Item #5 

regarding billboard will go to Building Standards Committee meeting for a special meeting on that topic.  So 

Item 5 will not be voted on also. 

 

Councilman Delaney moved to go into the Committee of the Whole for Legislative Matters Only; seconded by 

Councilwoman Holzheimer Gail.  Yeas:  Unanimous. 

 

Mrs. Dorothy Fike – 20271 Delaware Rd.  Well, I was going to talk on #5, but I won’t.  I’ll wait.  But I would 

like to know has a meeting been set on this billboard because I’d like to know a lot more about it. 

 

President Gudenas – I think the meeting will be Monday, a week from today, at 7 o’clock. 

 

Mrs. Fike – Why I kind of grimaced is because, you know, that’s School Board night and I can’t be divided.  

I’d like to get both.  I wish you’d have them another night except the 2nd and 4th Mondays.  It’s hard to 

cover… 

 

President Gudenas – It’s not my committee I can’t… 

 

Mrs. Fike – I know, I’m just, well, I’m saying it publicly.  Please make the committee meetings when they’re 

available to more of the public.  Thank you. 

 

Mrs. Charlene Mancuso – 41 Lake Edge Dr.  I’d like to comment on the second item on the agenda, the 

proposed Resolution 474-03.  I’d like the sponsor of the proposed resolution, our Mayor, to describe why he 

feels the current situation as it relates to the housing stock for sale in Euclid warrants or prompts him to ask 

for this resolution.  More specifically, do we have more homes for sale this year than we have in the past 2, 3 

years?  Also, do we have more homes for sale that are not being maintained this year than we have in the last 2 

or 3 years?  Do we have any statistics that could delineate the number or the percentage of homes for sale that 

are not maintained appropriately where the property owner is actually the resident of the home vs. the number 

or the percentage of homes that are considered rental properties with the responsible property owner either 

being absent or difficult to reach?  Could you clarify for me, please, if this resolution is meant to assist our 

current process already being utilized to maintain Euclid’s housing standards or are we asking our realtors to 

take responsibility for a homeowner’s lack of attention to our Euclid ordinances?   

 While I see this resolution as a gentle nudge to the real estate companies who buy and sell property in 

Euclid to assist the City in keeping our property well maintained, my concern is that we in Euclid have a 

larger issue that also needs to be addressed.  While we look forward to exciting economic development here, 

we also need to be very protective of the housing stock already here so that the homes are maintained and our 

future homeowners want to purchase and make a sound investment that they know will grow in value.  So I’m 

hoping this resolution is simply a beginning step to some more innovative planning to ensure this occurs.  

Thank you. 

 

Mr. Tod Guntner – 390 E. 257.  I’m asking you to support and vote in favor of items 6, 7, 8 and 9 this 

evening.  The Euclid Animal Shelter Commission is a group of concerned citizens, Councilpersons, City 

officials working together to solve a problem, created by the drop in revenue, thus a shortfall in the General 

Fund.  We have come up with alternative ways to raise money so the Shelter can reopen.  At this time I want 

to thank everyone for all of their efforts and dedication.  We do this for the animals not for money.  We donate 

our time and materials in this effort.  We want to see the Animal Shelter reopen.  It is that simple.  And we 

will not stop here.  We will go forward.  We don’t want it just to open; we want it to stay open.  Thank you for 

your support. 

 

Mr. Roy Larick – 23745 Lake Shore Blvd.  I’d like to speak against Resolutions 3 and 4, Items 3 and 4 on the 

agenda tonight.  I believe they are not in the best interests of our City.  Throughout the country, we’re 

realizing that when you consider community, reclaiming communities, rebuilding communities, traffic 

presents a major problem.  And the tenants of smart growth, balanced growth, those issues those philosophies 

that address local living pretty much that the slower traffic goes through a municipality, a village, a 

downtown, the more chance there is for interaction with people in cars with what’s going on around them.   

 Both these resolutions seem to work against that, especially Item #4 is predicated on a grant from above, 

money that is designed to regionalize transport on local street.  This philosophy says that it’s better to move 

traffic fast through a city from one side to another, get through traffic through.  And for those of us that live on 
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Lake Shore Blvd. and Euclid Avenue that have dealt with the resignalization that happened on both those 

streets, we have witnessed a deterioration in the ability for pedestrians and bicyclists to get along and for 

people exiting side streets onto those main thoroughfares.   

 This plan through Traff-Pro, it’s not a study it is a engineering exercise here, would apply those principles 

to our north/south streets.  And I don’t think this is in the benefit of the City.  What everybody has learned is 

that you change traffic patterns, you widen streets, you make things easier and the amount of circulation, the 

amount of traffic goes up.  That’s what will happen here.  In a few years the streets will be as crowded, the 

problems will be as great as they are now.  Thank you. 

 

Ms. Jan Gadja – 421 E. 257th St.  I’d like to talk about Items #6, 7, 8, 9 relating to the Animal Shelter.  The 

Euclid Animal Shelter has been a well-respected, well-maintained facility for years.  With the help of 

volunteers and through grants, memberships, donations and fundraisers, the Shelter can once again operate at 

no additional cost to the City.  It will show the people of Euclid and the surrounding communities that Euclid 

is truly a City of compassion.  Reopening the Shelter will only be good.  Thank you. 

 

Ms. Kandy Jones – 27040 Tungsten.  I have a couple of questions regarding Item #5.  I know that you stated 

you’re not voting on this, this evening; but I do have a couple of questions.  When did you say the meeting is? 

 

President Gudenas – A week from today, I believe, Monday the 9th. 

 

Ms. Jones – 7 p.m.? 

 

President Gudenas – 7 p.m. 

 

Ms. Jones – Is that open to the public? 

 

President Gudenas – Yes. 

 

Ms. Jones – Another question I have, when this billboard issue came up about 2 or 3 years ago, maybe it was 2 

years ago, the residents on Colonial Park were, David Lynch went to them to get their opinion of the billboard 

and the whole billboard issue.  And then there was some things put aside, I don’t know what the reasoning 

was, have the residents of Colonial Park been noted that this is on the agenda again?  Because I would like to 

get their opinion of this whole billboard issue and make sure that their concerns are taken care of or at least 

they have a chance to voice their concerns. 

 

President Gudenas – I believe this will have to go to Planning & Zoning so all the adjoining property owners 

would be notified. 

 

Ms. Jones – Do you know how far in advance they usually get notified? 

 

President Gudenas – Two, three weeks, two weeks. 

 

Mayor Oyaski – There’s a couple questions there that, the Council can decide to resolve it, itself without 

referring it to Planning & Zoning Commission.  Assuming you do refer it to the Planning & Zoning 

Commission, it would probably not be voted on until the July meeting and notice usually goes out 

approximately 10-15 days before the meeting.  But that’s assuming that it is formally referred to the Planning 

& Zoning Commission. 

 

President Gudenas – So again, that would be decided at that committee meeting.  So in the meantime we could 

provide that notice regarding the committee meeting coming up on Monday. 

 

Ms. Jones – Okay, thank you. 

 

Mrs. Madeline Scarniench – 1511 E 221.  #3 I really don’t have a problem with, but #4 I do.  Spending 

$74,000 to do a study that I believe the Federal Government has already did when they did all that new traffic 

signals.  I would assume they had to do that.  Taking that amount of money out of capital improvements at this 

time, to me, would not be a very good idea.  Our fire stations, we’ve told over and over again, need a lot of 

work.  $74,000 would probably put new furniture in all of them, that’s capital improvement.  The Police 

Department needs work.  We’ve known that for years.  I think there’s other ways to spend our money in this 

tight times than to be doing this.   

 As I said, #3 I understand.  I have talked to a lot of people and they are very interested in the way this is 

going to work out.  So 3 there’s no problem; 4 I would really think twice about doing this at this time.  If 

you’re going to spend capital money, spend it someplace that is going to do a lot of good for a lot of people. 
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 #5, I don’t know if we’ll be allowed to speak at the meeting ‘cause sometimes we are and sometimes 

we’re not.  But I’d like to know how high this sign is going to be?  It gives you the dimensions of the sign 

itself, but the picture doesn’t show how high from the ground this is going to be.  Are we going to have a say 

in what’s written on it?  Because if they can go ahead and put anything they want, I can envision a whole lot 

of things we wouldn’t want to see on a billboard as people come in and out of Euclid.  And a question, they’re 

going to give us this electronic message board.  Is that a two-sided board so that we can put something on both 

sides?  For this maybe we should consider, if we’re going to do this, to have two then.  Let people see it 

coming in and out of the City. 

 Item 6, 7, 8, and 9, Tod and Jan both said everything I think there is to say.  We have worked very hard.  

Council has worked very hard.  We thank everybody that came to the Safety Committee Meeting last week.  

We did a very good job of proving that we can go forward.  All we’re waiting for is the okay.  The process of 

hiring can be started and we can get our shelter open.  We’ll talk about a few other things at the end of the 

meeting.  Thank you. 

 

Mr. Joseph Udovic – 21371 Naumann.  #3.  I watched the meeting last Tuesday on TV, I didn’t have a chance 

to come in.  I like the idea of doing something over there on 222 and Babbitt Rd.  We’re not talking about 

anything as far as slowing down traffic or making the traffic go quicker through that intersection.  But I think 

the issue should be more safety.  I’ve been through that intersection numerous times.  I know there’s a couple 

of stop signs there.  If you think about it, I don’t know who designed that, must have been some nut, because 

the traffic flows through various points.  It is very difficult sometimes to get through there.  You can be at a 

stop sign for 5 minutes and your waiting to go across the street to CVS, or make a left turn or a right turn.  I 

think some re-organization on that corner, I’m all for it.  This is a very important intersection.  I’m surprised 

we have not had some major accidents there.  This is something of very great concern because like I said, I’ve 

traveled that intersection many, many times.  I’m in all support of anything you can do to soften that area up.  

Why can’t we make the cut-through through Shore like the gentleman at the meeting last week mentioned?  

I’m in all support for it, let’s do it.  Thank you. 

 

Mrs. Dorothy Max - 264 E. 242. Everyone may well know what I’m here for.  The opening of the animal 

shelter.  For the past 4 months I have been taking all the cats that have been coming in which is a grand total 

of 21.  Today I had to decline.  Two came in today and I was only able to take one.  The one had to be 

euthanized. I’m doing the best I can, but I’m not going to be able to keep up with it all summer.  I make a plea 

once again that you open the Euclid Animal Shelter.  Thank you. 

 

Mr. Ron Emser – 26501 Farringdon Ave.  I just also want to support, 6, 7, 8, & 9, for the animal shelter.  We 

visited the facility many, many times.  In the past with Euclid Community Television we had helped to get 

some of the animals adopted and so on.  What I’d like to do, I don’t know how many people joined the Pet 

Pals membership as of now, but I’d like to make a contribution on behalf of both my wife and I, Laura, to help 

get it started.  If you would pass this down.  Thanks. 

 

Mrs. Sally Hufnagle – 615 Birch Dr.  I have a question on #5.  I know you said you weren’t voted on it this 

evening but, Madeline brought up a good point that in the Committee Meetings we don’t always get the 

opportunity to speak. This amount that’s being paid to the city, is that in a lump sum? 

 

President Gudenas – No, it says it is over 20 years.   

 

Mrs. Hufnagle – So do we wait 20 years for the improvements at Memorial Park? 

 

President Gudenas – No, we can capitalize that money almost immediately.  Once we know we have a cash-

flow, it is a very large New York  Stock Exchange Company, we can borrow against that future cash flow 

today.  Today it would be worth about $350,000 in that general area today. 

 

Mrs. Hufnagle – But this binds us into keeping this for 20 years, correct? 

 

President Gudenas – If we agree to it, that would be correct. 

 

Councilman McTighe moved to rise and report.  Councilman Langman seconded.  Yeas:  Unanimous. 

 

LEGISLATION 

   Ord. (467-03) Rezoning Edgecliff 

An ordinance rezoning property at 20521 Edgecliff Dr., P.P. #642-01-005, from U-3 (apartment) use district to 

ASF (Attached Single Family) use district and further amending Ord. No. 2812.  (Sponsored by 

Councilwoman Holzheimer Gail) 

 

First Reading.  Public Hearing Special Council Meeting July 7, 2003. 
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President Gudenas – June 17th, with be the Planning & Zoning meeting for this item.  Do we need to send this 

to Planning & Zoning Commission? 

 

Mayor Oyaski – I would refer this to the Planning & Zoning Commission.  The Clerk will ensure the Public 

Hearing is advertised at least 30 days in advance.  Very good. 

 

Councilwoman Holzheimer Gail moved to Planning & Zoning, Councilman Gruber seconded. 

 

Councilman McTighe – I have a couple of comments on this ordinance if I may on the motion to move it to 

Planning & Zoning?  I have a couple of comments on the motion to move it to Planning & Zoning. 

 

President Gudenas – Okay. 

 

Councilman McTighe – The first comment that I have is that I remember either late in December or early 

January when Paul Volpe came up from City Architecture and I asked him specifically to present a design of a 

combination of detached and attached housing.  One, he did not present that design.  Two, I was told that it 

would never work and it was impossible.  I find out the  Coral Group ended up going out,  one we hired Paul 

Volpe to give us designs  

 

President Gudenas – Is this about the motion to go to Planning & Zoning? 

 

Councilman McTighe – Yeah.  One, we hired Paul Volpe as a city to give us designs and other opinions.  I 

think he took the money and ran.  Then next, he came back and the Coral Group went out and hired Paul 

Volpe and he presented attached combination plans that we have here that I requested many months ago.  

With this understood, I saw that there was many concerns about high density housing and everything like that.  

Before this was presented to us, there was 9 single family detached units and now I see there’s only 11 units.  

Two more units than what was presented before.  I would assume under my interpretation of this that yourself 

and other council members that did not like this idea of high density or low density would assume want high 

density  would not want to support this ordinance or this legislation.  That’s the only comments that I have. 

 

President Gudenas – Okay that’s your comments.  So moved to Planning & Zoning. 

 

Mayor Oyaski – On that point.  We do definitely want to have a second reading. 

 

President Gudenas – Right, the second reading will be in two weeks. 

 

Mayor Oyaski – Legislation will be simultaneously left on the Council agenda and referred to Planning & 

Zoning Commission.  There will definitely be a second reading on June 16th. 

 

Councilwoman Holzheimer Gail – I just wanted to, we did hire Paul Volpe and I believe he did a good job.  

He presented several concepts.  We all know this process has gone on for a long time.  I think a lot of thought 

and a lot of effort has brought us to this wonderful plan.  I have the plan here.  I did drop a letter and a copy of 

the plan off to the residents of 205 & 206.  To mostly make them aware of the process that we’re going 

through.  We will be having the first two readings on Council in June, June 2nd, June 16th.  Planning & Zoning 

will be hearing it June 17th.  Council is not going around Planning & Zoning.  We still will have the third and 

final hearing, public hearing after Planning & Zoning has made their decision.  If there are major issues that 

come up at Planning & Zoning, we can always take the time to look at those.  We’ve gone through a lot of 

process, I don’t think anything was a waste of time, anything was a waste of money.  We hired professionals 

and they did a very professional job.  The Coral Company deserves accolades for the effort really and the 

research and we’ve had several community meetings where they have listened to the public.  I think this plan 

reflects those meetings and that work.  Coral Company will be at Planning & Zoning on the 17th to present 

their plan.  They will be here on our tentatively scheduled July 7th meeting, which would be the third reading 

and public hearing.  I would offer myself if anyone has questions and comments to call me directly.  I’ll make 

this plan available after the meeting if anyone would like to see it, but I’m very happy and I think he has done 

excellent work. 

 

President Gudenas – We should note as the process continued the quality and valuable of the homes have 

significantly increased.  When we first started they were going to be starting around $200,000.  Now the 

homes are going to start at $350,000.  That’s a major increase over where they have started.  We should all be 

very proud about the outcome hopefully because we’ll be able to deliver to the City of Euclid and its residents 

a very high quality development with very high tax revenues going back to the city to hopefully recoup its 

very large investment.  It has been a long process but a very productive process with many people involved 
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and clearly compromises were made and the end result is something that seems to be of very high quality and 

something that works for the neighborhood. 

 So with that we are going to concurrently keep it on our process and have a second reading in two weeks 

and at the same time send it to Planning & Zoning. 

 

Councilwoman Holzheimer Gail moved to send legislation to Planning & Zoning; seconded by Councilman 

Gruber. 

 

Roll Call:  Yeas:  Delaney, Gruber, Holzheimer Gail, Langman, Lisy, McTighe, Miller, Sustarsic, Gudenas 

Legislation sent to Planning & Zoning. 

 

  Res. 117-2003 (474-03) Realtors – Lawn Care For Sale Properties 
A resolution urging realtors who place for sale signs on residential properties in Euclid to assure that the lawn 

areas on these properties are maintained in accordance with the City’s health, safety and housing standards.  

(Sponsored by Mayor Oyaski) 

 

Councilwoman Miller moved for passage; seconded by Councilman Delaney. 

 

Mayor Oyaski – This is a simple resolution and I’m glad Ms. Mancuso asked questions about it.  We do not 

believe that the number of homes for sale or Point of Sale Inspections has increased from last year to this year.  

We do believe, however, that there is an increase in the number of homes that are vacant with real estate signs 

in front of them.  And I think Council would concur we’ve gotten a large number of complaints about people 

not cutting the grass.  So with the cutbacks in the staffing in the budget, we were looking at ways to save 

money and it’s clear that we cannot abdicate the grass cutting on private property. 

 In a perfect world the City should not have to cut anybody’s grass on their private property.  However, 

this is not a perfect world.  We’re exploring having community service workers cut grass.  The Law 

Department is investing attaching a criminal penalty the people that don’t cut grass and take care of their 

property.  This is mainly unoccupied homes that we’re talking about with the real estate sign in front of them.  

And it just seems to be that a realtor, who’s trying to get a profit and a commission, has a sign up in a yard 

with 12” tall grass and covered by weeds.  That’s not particularly smart business.  It’s not kind to the 

neighborhood and it doesn’t raise the property value of the particular house.  

 So rather than have the City send out a crew or a contractor, then wait for the money to come back.  It 

seems like the realtor, who’s going to get a commission, would have a number of reasons to take care of it for 

the benefit of the realtor’s reputation and to help sell the house that much quicker.  So it’s not a, this is not a 

criminal ordinance.  It’s merely to encourage people that are putting miniature billboards on people’s front 

yard to make sure that the grass around the billboard is neatly maintained.  Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

 

President Gudenas – And this is a resolution and there’s no penalty involved with this.  It’s simply asking for 

assistance. 

 

Councilman McTighe – There’s no penalty or anything assessed onto the realty? 

 

President Gudenas – That’s what he just said. 

 

Councilman McTighe – Yeah, I just want to make sure. 

 

Mayor Oyaski – My resolution is only asking realtors who have billboards or real estate signs in the middle of 

a yard to make sure that the grass around the sign is trimmed.  We are investigating, the Law Department is 

investigating whether or not we can bill the resident, collect the resident, put a lien on the property.  We have 

to wait sometimes to get our money back.  All right?  At the same time it is also violation of the Housing Code 

on top of the fact we’re performing a service and collecting for it. So we could increase the penalties, but 

remember we’re only talking about grass. 

 

Councilman McTighe – All right. 

 

President Gudenas – Any other comments?  I see none. 

 

Councilman Gruber moved to close debate; seconded by Councilman Delaney.  Yeas:  Unanimous. 

 

Roll Call:  Yeas:  Delaney, Gruber, Holzheimer Gail, Langman, Lisy, McTighe, Miller, Sustarsic, Gudenas 

Passed. 

 

President Gudenas – See, we do support you once in a while. 
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Mayor Oyaski – Thank you very much; I appreciate it. 

 

  Ord. 118-2003 (468-03) Contract with Traff-Pro Consultants 
An emergency ordinance authorizing approval of the attached Site Traffic Impact Study Proposal for the Lake 

Shore Boulevard Redevelopment project submitted by Traff-Pro Consultants, Inc., 28917 Euclid Ave., 

Wickliffe, OH and authorizing the Director of Public Service of the City of Euclid to enter into a contract for 

services not to exceed the amount of $6,300.  (Sponsored by Council President Gudenas) 

 

Councilman Langman moved for passage; seconded by Councilman Lisy. 

 

President Gudenas – And this resulted from the KA proposal that we reviewed about a week ago or so where 

they came up with very dramatic changes to that intersection.  And Traff-Pro has advised the City of Euclid 

over many years on traffic issues and they have a very sophisticated and expensive computer modeling 

program that will show in real time the actual traffic conditions that will result from any changes that we 

make.   

 It’ll actually shows little cars moving up and down, stopping, how much they’ll back up, how quickly 

they’ll move or not move regarding any type of change that we have.  And so certainly we don’t want to make 

any change to that 222/Babbitt/Lake Shore intersection make things worse, which could certainly happen.  

And this is the whole purpose of this is to advise us on what would happen in the real world based on current 

conditions and the amount of traffic going through that intersection.  So, Director Gulich, anything to add? 

 

Director Gulich – You summed it up. 

 

President Gudenas – Okay and this would be part of our planning to decide what we want to do next. 

 

Councilman McTighe – Two questions, one, this ties into the next ordinance, correct? 

 

President Gudenas – No, it doesn’t. 

 

Councilman McTighe – It does not?  The second part, what’s the feelings, why are we paying for this?  Why 

aren’t we getting any help from the landlords down there and, that’s going to be benefiting from this? 

 

President Gudenas – Because the City owns the intersection. 

 

Councilman McTighe – So this is, correct me if I’m wrong, another study that’s coming out of a TIF? 

 

President Gudenas – The money would, I guess, come out of a TIF fund as so stated, but this is actual way to 

determine the best way to change that intersection. 

 

Councilman McTighe – So it’s not a study? 

 

President Gudenas- No. 

 

Councilman McTighe – Okay. 

 

Councilwoman Holzheimer Gail – Are they going to be looking at the plan that was recommended by KA to 

move, to make the road in front of Shore?  I mean, are they looking at that as the only option? 

 

President Gudenas – No.  They’re going to look at that plan, but my guess is, they’re probably going to give us 

additional options too. 

 

Councilwoman Holzheimer Gail – I think that’s important.  If we’re looking only at creating that new road in 

front of Shore, I have a problem with that.  I think it isolates Shore.  I think it makes Shore, the building and 

getting to and from that more difficult, which is not a good thing.  If they’re looking only at that, I can’t 

support this.  If they’re going to be looking at ways to improve that intersection in terms of safety, I think 

that’s a good plan. 

 

President Gudenas – That was the intent of that.  Director Gulich, as they look at the KA plan, they’ll probably 

find some faults with it and the like.  And my guess is they’re going to come up with other suggestions based 

on their computer model. 

 

Director Gulich – In our many discussions with Traff-Pro, we’ve come to fully determine that safety is one of 

their #1 concerns. 
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President Gudenas – But they will, again, look at other ideas in addition to the KA ones. 

 

Director Gulich – Yes. 

 

President Gudenas – Yes, that’s the intent. 

 

Councilwoman Holzheimer Gail – And then come back with the recommendation for ways to change it in 

terms of making it safe.  I think it’s important to look at not only in terms of the downtown redevelopment 

plans that we’ve seen, but also with the Senior Center being built I think they’ll be increased, potentially 

increased traffic.  But we also want to make that an easy intersection to maneuver.   

 

President Gudenas – Correct.  We should expect much more traffic in the future and this is one way to prepare 

for that.  And it’s something we could just sort of try to do it on our own.  But without the computer modeling 

and sophisticated analysis that they have, we really can’t determine what the end result would be.  So this is a 

way to look into a crystal ball and tell us what will help based on our actions today. 

 

Councilwoman Holzheimer Gail – Thank you. 

 

Councilwoman Miller – I also hope that this company will be in communication with our Police Department 

‘cause I believe that the Police would, the Traffic Department and such would also have input into this. 

 

President Gudenas – Our Traffic Department is under Hank Gulich and certainly, they’ll be involved and the 

Police, of course, would be involved in anything like this, especially if there was any kind of change.  

 

Councilman McTighe – Did we go out for bids for this? 

 

President Gudenas – No. 

 

Councilman McTighe – Why? 

 

President Gudenas – I believe this is the only firm that the City deals with that has this kind of knowledge and 

information for it. 

 

Councilman McTighe – Are there any other firms that do this? 

 

Director Gulich – Certainly there are.  As you may or may not be aware of, Traff-Pro was chosen to do the 

ODOT study of the State routes back in the early 90s.  That was a project that was completely Federally 

funded.  We were reimbursed for 100% of that cost.  We found that they have a good background knowledge 

of our entire City and probably the primary reason why you see their name on both these pieces of legislation. 

 

Councilman McTighe – Okay.  I cannot support this.  I think it is just an absolute joke.  I mean, that whole K 

think that we sat through, it was just blowing smoke.  It’s never going to come.  We have no support from the 

landowners.  I saw no one saying, coming up like going forward.  I mean, I just don’t see it.  Until I see them 

coming forward and making improvements on their property right now, then we’ll go forward.  But I cannot 

support this ordinance and taking any more money.  And it’s a study.  I don’t really think this is a plan and it’s 

just another study that we’re conducting as a City and it’s coming out of another TIF.  So I cannot support this 

at all. 

 

President Gudenas – Thank you. 

 

Councilman Lisy – Thank you.  I must have been at a different meeting because there was applause afterwards 

and we’re trying to set up a special revenues district or special improvement district.  And you need 60% of 

the landlords to participate.  Two of the major landowners have already said they’d participate and they’re 

beginning to invest in their properties now.  And so they’re ready to start spending.  And it’s a common theme 

for the area.  More importantly, this is not a study.  It is a plan that they are going to be looking at and when 

you have a plan, you can go out and try to raise money to implement that plan.  And there are several 

Federally funding grants out there that our engineering firm, CVE Engineering, is familiar with and will work 

with the City in raising funds for us if we have a plan in place.  And so what we needed to do is start the 

process with this Traff-Pro study, Traff-Pro review, I guess, is the best way to call it so we know which way to 

go.  Thank you. 

 

Councilman Langman – At the end of the Lake Shore Corridor Committee meeting, it was mentioned that 

really the work had just begun.  We still have a tremendous amount of work to do.  What KA presented is by 

no means any type of construction documents, so to get to that point we must do additional planning.  This is a 
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part of that.  Now the actual storefront renovation will require planning from the private landowners to do.  

But this particular item, obviously, is our responsibility and if we don’t do it, we don’t get there.  But as 

Councilman Lisy said, there is tremendous support to move forward and the plans submitted by Coral helps 

spur that along, as will the construction on 242.  So we are not blowing smoke; we are moving forward and 

this is a prudent step to make sure that we do it in a most efficient way.  That moves traffic and moves 

pedestrian in the safest way.  Thank you. 

 

President Gudenas – The meeting we had a short while ago with KA was very encouraging.  I’ve been 

involved in downtown Euclid issues before downtown Euclid even existed.  And I can tell you that we’ve had 

many meetings over the years and I’ve never seen such a large, enthusiastic group of people to come out to 

hear ideas.  And this group of people were investors and property owners and merchants representing millions 

and millions of dollars of investment.  And afterwards they told me how much they were impressed and how 

much they want to go forward and invest time and money to create this special improvement district.  I believe 

we have more of them than we’ve ever had before and a bigger chance than I’ve ever seen in all my years of 

involvement with downtown Euclid issues, could actually accomplish some significant redevelopment. 

 

Councilman Gruber – I agree with your synopsis.  The letter from Traff-Pro, this is just a clarification, dated 

April 17th to yourself.  On the second page under compensation, it has in bold letters 3,000, it says the fee for 

the professional service outline for the scope of the service will be on the basis of a lump sum fee of $3,500 

and then in parentheses $6,300.  So is… 

President Gudenas – Probably somebody made a mistake there, Director Gulich?  Back of page 2 it does say a 

lump sum of $3,500 and it says 6,300. 

 

Director Gulich – There’s a typo there. 

 

Mayor Oyaski – Traff-Pro prepared this.  Normally, the word takes precedence over the number; but I believe 

that the estimated contract amount was $6300 regardless… 

 

President Gudenas – That’s the number they’ve always told us. 

 

Mayor Oyaski – Regardless of the typo. 

 

Councilman Gruber – Okay, just a clarification.  Thank you. 

 

Councilman Sustarsic – I don’t necessarily question the end result in as far as the development at that 

intersection and, again, looking to possibly improve it.  But at the same time, I question the fact of getting in 

touch with a company, spending $6300 when in fact the Ohio Department of Transportation has a website.  

The Northern Ohio Area Coordinating Association has a website.  You can get that information for free 

through our Engineering Department or with our consulting engineers, I would imagine.  Also the fact that as 

far as I know, Traff-Pro was already involved with the Lake Shore Blvd. area in as far as the signalization 

project, which would require a traffic count, which is what you’re looking for here.  So what I’m saying 

basically is, why spend $6300 when you can get the information for nothing and when odds are that we do 

have the information already?  So consequently, I would think it’s a needless expenditure and I would not 

support it. 

 

President Gudenas – Director Gulich, can you give us information on the website? 

 

Director Gulich – Course, there’s a number of studies done each and every year by the County, by the State, 

our own Traffic Department does counts when necessary.  This information is general information; it is 

available.  We could probably request some additional information, but I think the bottom line is what we’re 

asking Traff-Pro for is a little beyond that scope and detailed information is being asked for in regard to the 

specific plans for downtown Euclid.  But Councilman Sustarsic is correct, a lot of this information is generally 

available via websites via contacting ODOT and the County and so on. 

 

President Gudenas – Can your staff, do they have technology and experience… 

 

Director Gulich – We don’t have all that fancy computer stuff; no. 

 

President Gudenas – So we couldn’t do that ourselves in house? 

 

Director Gulich – Not in house, no. 

 

President Gudenas – Couldn’t do it for free. 
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Director Gulich – Not in house for free.  We do not have… 

 

President Gudenas – Someone else do it for free for us? 

 

Director Gulich – If someone wants to, I’d be thrilled. 

President Gudenas – We don’t know who that could be. 

 

Councilman Lisy – Do we know the traffic count on a one-way Babbitt Road or a one-way 222nd Street?  No.  

These are the things that they’ll be studying and that’s why we need to have a plan in place.  When they go 

through this, figure out which is the best plan to go with, we’ll get the results back from it.  So that’s why we 

need to go ahead with this program so that we can have a plan in place.  Thanks. 

 

President Gudenas – Any other discussion? 

 

Councilman Delaney – It would be nice if all of our roads were laid out by engineers from the fact.  And I 

wished that Dr. Larick would have commented on it earlier when he was at the podium.  The fact of the matter 

is our roads were laid out by animals and Native Americans and early settlers.  Euclid Avenue and Lake Shore 

Blvd. were small towpaths in the beginning and Bliss Road, which is now 222nd Street, started the same way.  

A lot of the other roads, our main roads, were laid out by surveyors in 1797.  I think they were more interested 

in raising cattle than finding a restaurant.  

 In my memory of living in this town, this intersection by most regarded as being avoided.  People didn’t 

want to drive through it.  I think the stop signs might even complicate things.  And what you’re saying here is 

that, from what I gather of Director Gulich and the Council President, is that we will have a definitive answer.  

That we will be able to know if this road would work to slow and ease elbow on 222 to make a four-way 

intersection at Babbitt.  We will know yes or no.   

 

President Gudenas – We will know if the KA plan works or doesn’t work.  We may also hear that no plan 

works. 

 

Councilman Delaney – Because that investment, that private-public partnership I’ve never been to a 

committee meeting that had a smattering of applause at the end of it.  I did talk to several of the major 

landowners.  They’re relieved.  This is something that’s always concerned them having an investment, a large 

building, many tenants at an intersection that is regarded to be avoided.  So this fee for this plan is the next 

step in implementing what we have to do in downtown Euclid.  So it makes perfect sense.  We should all vote 

in favor of it. 

 

Councilman McTighe – You just mentioned that, you said that if without this study we won’t know if the KA 

plan works or any other plan. 

 

President Gudenas – With the study. 

 

Councilman McTighe – With the study, so why didn’t we do the study first? 

 

President Gudenas – Because we didn’t have a plan.  You have to have a plan first. 

 

Councilman McTighe – All right.  

Councilman McTighe moved to close the debate; seconded by Councilman Gruber.  Yeas:  Unanimous. 

 

Councilman Langman moved to suspend the rules; seconded by Councilwoman Holzheimer Gail.  Yeas:  

Unanimous. 

 

Roll Call:  Yeas:  Delaney, Gruber, Holzheimer Gail, Langman, Lisy, Miller, Gudenas 

                 Nays:  McTighe, Sustarsic 

Passed. 

  Ord. 119-2003 (475-03) Traff-Pro Re-signalization Surveys 
An ordinance authorizing the Director of Public Service of the City of Euclid to enter into a professional 

services agreement with Traff-Pro Consultants, Inc., 28917 Euclid Ave., Wickliffe, OH for the purpose of 

conducting City-wide surveys for a future re-signalization project, for an amount not to exceed $74,000.  

(Sponsored by Council President Gudenas) 

 

Councilman Lisy moved for passage; seconded by Councilman Delaney. 

 

President Gudenas – And it was brought to our attention that one of those agencies with those free websites 

did have some free money for us if we did some work ahead of time.  It turns out that NOACA has approved 
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$3-4 million in funds to redo traffic lights on the streets that we didn’t do already.  We did Lake Shore Blvd. 

and Euclid Avenue.  This would be for the other streets.  For us to get this money certain work needs to be 

done.  You don’t do the work; you don’t get the $3-4 million.  Director Gulich can go over the history of all 

this. 

 

Director Gulich – The very short history is, again, as you heard me say time and again, the signalization 

you’ve seen on the ODOT right-of-ways in the City was 100% Federally funded.  That work did involve 

traffic counts on Euclid Avenue, Lake Shore Blvd., E. 260 and Richmond Road.  This would involve the 

resignalization of the entire rest of the City would incorporate the entire City into a single state-of-the-art 

computerized system, which is kind of where we really would like to be.  A lot of our stuff is very outdated.  

The traffic signals work as good as they do because of our Traffic Department being able to spend a good deal 

of time working with it on a continuous basis.   

 To get through today, though, we do have a NOACA grant we were given in 2002.  My main concern is 

that this grant go away, may not be able to take advantage of it.  It won’t sit there on the shelf forever.  

NOACA will find a taker if we can’t take advantage of it.  In the meantime, I wish I could tell you I had the 

rest of the funding sown up.  We did go to Issue 2.  We can do that again this year.  We’ve attempted to get 

the money from the County.  They said they will not put into a signalization as a stand-alone project.  And as 

you’ve heard me say before we tried our Governor down in Columbus.  We’ll continue to seek alternative 

methods to come up with the remainder.  But right now we are still somewhat of a million dollars short 

providing that some of the signals in the City are not warranted.  That amount would drop appropriately.  Then 

again, chances are we’ll find some unsignalized intersections that will need to be signalized.  That’s why 

we’re calling this a City-wide resignalization.  That’s the, I guess, quick, brief history.   

 

President Gudenas – And was there some benefit to the safety forces, too, once it’s all computerized so that as 

the safety vehicles travel through the lights change with the vehicle. 

 

Director Gulich – Yes, I’ll ask Chief Maine to make a comment on that. 

 

Chief Maine – I don’t know what else I can add, Ed or Hank. 

 

Director Gulich – About the signalizations being able to be interrupted by your people. 

 

Chief Maine – Well certainly, we have the, there’s the technological apparatus out there to enable that to 

happen.  But I think right now, that’s not part of the plan. 

 

President Gudenas – I think if we go through the whole works and take the grant money then it would be. 

 

Chief Maine – Okay, right now, we don’t have it. 

 

President Gudenas – Director Gulich, would that be part of the plan if we receive the grant that we have this in 

place at the end. 

 

Director Gulich – Yes. 

 

President Gudenas – So it would, at the end, if we did the plan, then the safety vehicles would automatically 

have the lights change for their benefit. 

Councilwoman Miller – Would they be doing Lake Shore Blvd. and 260th Street again? 

 

President Gudenas – No, Lake Shore Blvd… 

 

Councilwoman Miller – You said a whole City thing. 

 

Mayor Oyaski – We would like them to look at the proposed common entrance at 242 on Lake Shore Blvd.  

But Lake Shore Blvd. is essentially completed. 

 

Director Gulich – We won’t reinvent the wheel here, no. 

 

Councilwoman Miller – Okay. 

 

Councilman McTighe – What’s the acronym for this grant again or who it’s coming from, Director Gulich? 

 

Director Gulich – Right now we have a NOACA grant we received in 2002… 

 

Councilman McTighe – What’s that?  Who is that? 
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Director Gulich – NOACA is Northern Ohio Area Coordinating Agency.  It’s a five-county agency, which 

we’re paying what, $15,000 bills to a year to belong to that.  And they do do regionalized studies.  They do 

studies to, as to how improvement monies can best be spent throughout the northern Ohio area and we did put 

in an application for this grant and we were able to receive not 100% funding, 80+% funding.  In the 

meantime, we’ve been trying to sew up the remainder of the funding through the other agencies. 

 

Councilman McTighe – And then we went back into Ohio Department of Transportation, did the plan a while 

ago like with Lake Shore Blvd. and all, why didn’t we do this then so we tied it all together?  Was a grant not 

available? 

 

Director Gulich – The grant we received, and the Mayor probably have the clearer history on that, applied 

only to the State routes and there was a pool of money set up in the late 1980s that was supposed to be for gas 

saving purposes.  And this was deemed to be a gas saving project meritous of those funds. 

 

Councilman McTighe – And how soon would we get the money back from the reimbursement of the grant? 

 

Mayor Oyaski – First of all, NOACA is a regional planning organization that provides funds that are initially 

authorized by the Federal Government.  So the money is coming from Uncle Sam to Greater Cleveland and 

NOACA decides which projects among many are funded.  This, this, I agree would be very helpful to 

complete the modern signalization of the entire City.  I think Lake Shore Blvd. and Euclid Avenue are 

improved.  The point is, as far as I see it, is when we set this engineering in motion, you have to be aware that 

a million dollars, approximately of our funds maybe necessary to implement it.  That’s the biggest issue.  If we 

get Issue 2 or money from the county engineer, then we don’t have that.  But right now, today, in order to take 

advantage of the federal money through NOACA we the City of Euclid has to come up with the difference.  

That’s the significant issue that I see.  We tried to get it through Issue 2 last year and we’re going to try again. 

That’s the bigger issue.  What Mr. Gudenas mentions about the siren activated signal change, that would be a 

marvelous thing.  I grew up on 222 and we had these silly arrows in the middle of the street for 30 years.  This 

would be hi-tech.  It would protect our emergency vehicles.  It would tie north south/street to east/west streets.  

The only issue in my mind is not whether we want to do this, we need to do it.  But right now on striking out 

on Issue 2 and with the County Engineer, when you put this in motion probably the next council is going to 

have to make a serious decision about putting a million dollar of our funds on the table as it stands today. 

 

President Gudenas – This is not an immediate project.  This part alone could take half a year.  The other part 

could certainly take awhile.  This is something that may take several years. 

 

Mayor Oyaski – Maybe next year or the year after, yes. 

 

President Gudenas – I would say next year and the year after.  Certainly it would be spread out, not just one 

year. 

 

Councilman Lisy – Director Gulich, is there a possibility we could lose the $4 million that’s right now being 

monitored by NOACA? 

 

Director Gulich – I wish there was, but no, that grant is not available for this type of engineering work. 

 

Councilman Lisy – No I’m talking about that once we do the engineering work, it will then allow us to get 

80% of the project paid for by NOACA which is federal funds.  The federal government doesn’t want to 

review every proposal so they empower NOACA with the ability to review the proposals for them.  We have 

received confirmation that we have an award waiting for us which is an 80% with a 20% match from the city.  

That 20% match can be as high as one million dollars because it was a $5 million project.  If we do not act 

upon this legislation, is there a possibility we may lose the ability to get this grant? 

 

Director Gulich – I thought I made this clear, I’ll say it again.  That money is not going to sit on the shelf 

forever.  If we demonstrate that we’re moving forward, it will probably keep it on the shelf, if they see were 

spending funds.  Again, as I think I’ve said in previous conversations, the Mayor is absolutely correct, we’re 

still short on the funding.  Its a grant situation that we may not see again. 

 

Councilman Lisy – I remember the comments and that’s why I wanted it to be just to reinforce my memory 

that we can lose this money if we don’t act upon it. This is a way to get the process in motion by 

understanding which intersections need to be updated.  It is a safety issue.  There are some intersections that I 

know of that are running north and south that really need some updating.  Contrary to what Mr. Larick had 

presented, when you’re frustrated driving through a city, you have less desire to travel into that area.  There 

are a few areas that are quite frustrating.  We’ve done the major east/west, but we need to tie that into a 
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complete picture.  Yes we do need to come up with the 20% match which will be our portion.  But its 20% of 

what?  This project will allow us to understand, are we talking $600,000 or $1,000,000 wouldn’t it? 

 

Director Gulich – Absolutely correct Councilman Lisy.  As we’ve discussed in meetings with Traff-Pro, we’re 

quite confident that there are a number of intersections we’ll find through the study are not warranted.  

Obviously those would not be replaced.  That would be the end of any funding going into those intersections.  

I know that a lot of people are surprised to hear this, to get a signal fully up and running from the day a study 

is first contemplating, as we’re here tonight, to the day its up and running, we’re talking on the average of 

$90,000 an intersection. That gets you a computerized system all tied together with all the best technology. 

 

Councilman Lisy – With the best technology out there we may also realize some electricity savings because of 

the advances in technology and changes in technology that’s available now compared to what some of our 

older street lights are. 

 

Director Gulich – I hope to be able to work it so we have the LED technology up and running in the next year 

or two. That could significantly as much as 60% reduction in our electricity bills. 

 

Councilman Lisy – Also in maintenance because they last longer. 

 

Director Gulich – We go out and buy the best bulbs we can.  We can buy some cheap ones that are good for 

about a year and the expensive ones are good for two years.  Keep in mind this is the 120 year old technology 

that was invented way back when Tungsten Filaments.  We’re talking about the latest LED technology. Those 

lights will be brighter longer, more dependable for as much as 10 years. 

 

Councilwoman Holzheimer Gail – Chief Maine, sorry to put you on the spot, but as the part of the city that 

deals with traffic the most and enforces our traffic ordinances, do you have an opinion on the effectiveness or 

the importance of resignalization? 

 

Chief Maine – Obviously one of the charges of the Police Dept. is to try and have the most effective and safest 

flow of traffic.  What Director Gulich has been doing, what he’s been advocating is getting us in that direction.  

You can see the improvements on the east/west arteries.  It would be nice to see it on the north/south also.  Not 

only would it be safer for the safety vehicles, but also it is going to be safer for the general public if we can do 

this.  I don’t know if that’s what you’re looking for. 

 

Councilwoman Holzheimer Gail – That answers it.  I don’t know if there’s been a enough time, but have you 

looked at, is there a difference in traffic incidences on the streets that it has already been in? 

 

Chief Maine – If you take a look at our monthly reports and our annual report, out rate of accidents is about 

the same.  But that doesn’t necessarily mean that we’re not seeing a decrease because we maybe seeing an 

increase in traffic.  Without taking a look at those numbers in conjunctions with the accidents, I don’t think we 

can give you a real good indication. 

 

Councilwoman Holzheimer Gail – Director Balazs, is this money budgeted currently in the capital account? 

 

Director Balazs – It was not included in our 2003 capital budget.  The $74,000 is split between two years and 

half of it will be taken out of the 2003 capital budget. It will require an amendment.  Most of the amendments 

I make will be at the June 16th meeting.  I’ll probably review that with the Chairman and you’ll see that on the 

amendment schedule for the next meeting. 

 

Councilwoman Holzheimer  Gail – It will require an amendment to our current capital budget. 

 

President Gudenas – Because it wasn’t on our budget, we spread it out over two years.  It was brought to our 

attention after we had the budget that we have this grant which we didn’t really know about.  If we didn’t at 

least start the process, we probably would not have this money available to us.  That was why this came. 

 

Councilman Langman – Director Gulich for the intersections that currently do not have signals, is there a 

priority list that the company would focus in on immediately?  

 

Director Gulich – Not as yet there isn’t, but there would be. As I said any intersection in the city that warrants 

a signalization will receive it.  If it warrants it, it receives it.  If it doesn’t warrant it, it will come down. 

 

Councilman Langman – The reason why I ask is because 242 is coming upon us very quickly and we’ve 

talked about this for about a year.  I think if we hire them, that’s one of the first areas that ..... 
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Director Gulich – With their computer modeling they’ll be able to tell us city wide some place we might not 

feel its warranted.  They will study all the State warrants, all the federal warrants and make that determination 

for us. 

 

Councilman Langman – So that can be placed on the top of the agenda I hope? 

 

Director Gulich – It will be on the agenda and if it makes you feel better, I’ll say its on top, how’s that? 

 

President Gudenas – It doesn’t really matter top or bottom.   

 

Councilman McTighe moved to close debate, Councilwoman Holzheimer Gail seconded.  Yeas:  Unanimous. 

 

Councilman Gruber moved to suspend the rules, Councilman Delaney seconded.  Yeas:  Unanimous. 

 

Roll Call:  Yeas:  Delaney, Gruber, Holzheimer Gail, Langman, Lisy, McTighe, Miller, Sustarsic, Gudenas 

Passed. 

 

   Ord. (473-03)  Billboard Retention Basin 

An ordinance authorizing the Mayor oft he City of Euclid, or his designee, to enter into a contract with Clear 

Channel Outdoor, 12222 Plaza Dr., Parma, OH  for the erection of a billboard on City-owned property at the 

retention basin next to I-90.  (Sponsored by Council President Gudenas) 

 

Councilman Langman moved for passage, Councilman Delaney seconded. 

 

President Gudenas – This has been talked about for awhile. Through the past months we went back and forth 

with Clear Channel. The original offer was about $250,000 for the 20 year arrangement.  Now it’s $550,000 

although payable over 20 years.  The present value is about $350,000. We’re about $100,000. The important 

part to is this message board which will be available to the City of Euclid to promote its own events here.  Be 

it at the ice rink, animal shelter or downtown Euclid or lakefront of what have you, even Council meetings.  

These can all be told to the whole world in big flashing lights as you come into Euclid.  That’s a very valuable 

thing. Clear Channel told me that its about a $50,000 message board.  I did ask for two, as was brought up 

here and I could not get a second one.  Maybe someone else could try to negotiate to get a second one and 

demand it, but so far we have just one because of the very expensive cost. There are a few items in the 

contract which still have to be looked at and gone over and some changes need to be made in it. That’s why it 

is not really ready.  We have to send it to Committee.  It has to be introduced somewhere to go over it.  It is 

Building Standards, Fred Lisy’s committee and I believe we talked about a meeting next Monday on that 

topic. We’ll see based on how it goes there, what happens if it goes to the next Council Meeting or some other 

Council meeting or what have we.   

 

Councilman McTighe – I have three questions.  One you said you were in negotiations with Clear Channel. 

Did they approach the City or did you contact them? 

 

President Gudenas – They approached the city.  Again you heard they approached us several years ago. 

 

Councilman McTighe – What other cities have billboard signs besides like Cleveland?  Do we have any 

competitive bids that we go out?  Or is Clear Channel the only billboard representative in the Cleveland area? 

 

President Gudenas – I’m sure they’re not the only one. They’re probably the largest one.  They made 

arrangements with other cities.  I’ve been supposedly assured that this is the best financial arrangement any 

city has received in this region for a billboard location.  We did not go out and shop it with other billboard 

companies.  I don’t know if others were interested or not. 

 

Councilman McTighe – Would we be able to do that to see what other kind of price we can get? 

 

President Gudenas – Go ahead and do it. 

 

Councilman McTighe – Do you know what other billboard companies I may contact? 

 

President Gudenas – I don’t know. 

 

Councilman McTighe – Who can I contact at Clear Channel? 

 

President Gudenas – The guy right behind you, David Yale. 
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Councilman McTighe – There were talks before about an amphitheater thing at the PMX site.  Was that from 

Clear Channel too? 

 

President Gudenas – That was a different division of Clear Channel.  David Yale is available if there’s any 

questions now, otherwise he would come back at the next Committee Meeting. 

 

Councilman Gruber – I have a couple of concerns with this.  The first one was brought up a little earlier about 

content.  As far as alcohol, cigarette ads, the type of advertisements, that is one thing we have to look at.  

What if Clear Channel sells or goes out of business or is absorbed by another company?  These are things you 

have to wonder about because they are large business.  The cell tower that was just constructed on the other 

side of the freeway and Euclid Ave., which is also a large structure, I’m worried about aesthetics when you 

come into the city with these large towers and billboards.  Of course I’m concerned for the neighbors.  This is 

an area that has been designated as a wetlands according to HzW environmental study. Even if its not directly 

in the wetlands, the wetlands will have to be traversed to get to the billboard for construction and servicing.  

I’m concerned about that whole issue.  I’d like to have that addressed. 

 

President Gudenas – This actually would be in the retention basin, in the wetlands so there would be a permit 

required from the government for that purpose.  It is not that this would just happen automatically there are 

hoops to go through.  We did mention the content as part of the negotiating point which has not been resolved.  

What we can control.  It is up to us, we could say we don’t want it at all.  Or, we could say under these 

conditions and the same thing with assumption of the lease, we can do it like we have with the cable tv where 

it has to be approved.  This is year to year.  So if the city in the future would have redevelopment on ideas for 

that property which we might, we are eligible to cancel it. That’s why it is paid over years. 

 

Councilman Gruber – I remember two years ago when we had discussed this, there was the whole issue of 

coming up with a committee to discuss what type of content was going to go on the board.  At that time it was 

a lump sum payment also which was a little bit different than this issue.  The amount of money $25,000 a 

year, I know that you said we can go through bond issues and get more money, revenue streams, etc.  In 20 

years, $25,000 is practically nothing. 

 

President Gudenas – We’re getting $550,000.   

 

Councilman Gruber – Yeah but we’re getting it over a yearly basis.   

 

President Gudenas – We worked that out with the present current value of that money, its about $350,000.  

Actually we’re $100,000 ahead. 

  

Councilman Gruber – But we’re getting it yearly. 

 

President Gudenas – They’ll be happy to give us the $250,000 today, but is apparently better to get $550,000 

over a longer time because you’ll end up getting more.  You can get all the money now and get less or get it 

later and get more. 

 

Councilman Gruber – All the money is designated for Memorial Park? 

 

President Gudenas – That’s correct.   

 

Councilman Gruber – Are you going to do it all at once, $550,000 bond for Memorial Park?   

 

President Gudenas – We have hired a professional architect planner to do a study on Memorial Park and we’re 

going to see what those results are.  Based on those results, we’ll decide which of those things we want to do.  

Most likely it is going to be a very ambitious plan.  I think it is going to be over a million dollars in terms of 

the trails, soccer fields, softball fields, restrooms, pavilions.  My guess that would be phased in over time and 

we could then decide however we wanted to use this money.  It could be used every year for 20 years or it 

could be all used to pay off the bond immediately and get all the money upfront.  It is a very good time to take 

advantage of it because of the low interest rates.  We could borrow the money at a low interest rate and use 

this money to pay it back and recoup more money that way. 

 

Councilman Gruber – I remember too when we did this a couple of years ago the residents in the area really 

weren’t too happy with it and had a lot of questions and issues and I hope that we offer them the opportunity 

to express their views when all of this is coming about. 

 

Councilman Sustarsic – Did we approve this money, or who decided this money would go towards Memorial 

Park? 
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President Gudenas – We haven’t approved anything.  I’m just sponsoring the legislation.  Everyone can be 8 

to 1 against it.  It can be 9-0 in favor of it.  Or 5-4 or anything in between.  Nothing has been decided.  

Somebody has to sponsor legislation and introduce it.  This is what I have sponsored.  If you don’t like it, you 

can amend it or vote against it or hopefully we can work together to make it happen.  We have a very tight 

budget.  It is going to remain tight for many years.  We know that our parks need improvement.  It is going to 

be a significant investment.  Somehow we have to come up with the money from one source or another as 

opposed to a tax increase.  The voters voted against a recreation tax increase just two years ago.  We have to 

be very creative in how to pay for these improvements.  This is my answer, maybe somebody has better ones, 

their ideas and we’ll use those. 

 

Councilman Sustarsic – In the last year, the 20th year where we are getting $30,000 I really don’t think its 

going to be worth $30,000.  Taking into account inflation, I wonder if the city’s getting their monies worth out 

of this.  I think we should crunch the numbers on this. 

 

President Gudenas – We’ll be happy to run the numbers. 

 

Councilman Lisy –  I just did and it turns out at our current borrowing rate which is either 2%-4%, we’re 

brining back $449,000 if we can borrow it at the 2%, which is questionable now but it is not unrealistic.  At 

the 4%, which I know we can get it is at $373,000.   

 

President Gudenas – If we borrow $373,000 today at our current rate of 4%, this money we get here will pay 

that off.   

 

Councilman Lisy – Yes.  2% is a little aggressive. 

 

President Gudenas – This value is worth around $370,000. 

 

Councilwoman Miller – Council should decide where the money should go.  Even though you are saying the 

park, I think that piece of legislation should come before us so that it is official that if we agree to this the 

money will go towards Memorial Park. 

 

President Gudenas – That’s what we’re going to be voting on. 

 

Councilman McTighe – Director Gliha, were you involved at all?  What is your take on this? 

 

Acting Director Gliha – The current re-introduction of this, no I was not involved.  But in the prior years when 

this plan was going forward I was involved.  As the Council President said, this is going to be moved to 

Committee and I believe further discussion will take place then.  

 

Mayor Oyaski – We did get a proposal several years ago from Eller Media which has been gobbled up by 

Clear Channel and Mr. Yates was involved with Eller Media.  We have thought of this issue for some time.  

All of the questions are good ones and I think you can have a really good meeting next Monday.  I won’t be 

able to be with you next Monday, but that doesn’t mean one way or another.  The issue that is important here 

is that your sign graphics code, Chapter 1743 says that there are no off premise signs permitted in the City of 

Euclid.  Which means, McDonald’s signs have to be on McDonald’s property.  Obviously you can approve a 

variance and treat it as if the City was a private property owner and go through the planning & zoning 

commission.  Or, the council has the right, the Council does not have to have the City comply with the same 

rules private property owners do.  Generally the City complies with the same rules that private property 

owners do because somebody might show up and say I want to put a billboard on Euclid Mall’s property and it 

is not on our property.  The thing you have to think about between now and next Monday is, the general 

principle is no off premises signs permitted in Euclid. Do you go for a variance as if we were a private 

property owner?  Or does the Council decide we don’t have to follow that rule because under Ohio law the 

City is not required to follow local zoning and building codes unless you decide you want to.  It is not 

required, it is voluntary.  You have a variance that was granted in the early 70’s to Robby Miller on the South 

Marginal in the third ward.  You have some billboards on St. Clair on the north side that were grandfathered 

before the zoning code was ever adopted.  You do have this question, in addition to all your detailed questions.  

Do you want to act as if we were a private property owner?  Which means get a variance and then it comes 

back to you.  Or do you want to assert your authority and you do have authority as the City to decide just to go 

ahead and do it because we’re the City.  

 

Councilman Langman moved Ord. (473-03) into the Housing Improvement – Building Standards & Zoning 

Committee.  Councilman McTighe seconded. 
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Roll Call:  Yeas:  Delaney, Gruber, Holzheimer Gail, Langman, Lisy, McTighe, Miller, Sustarsic, Gudenas. 

Into Committee. 

 

  Ord. 120-2003 (469-03) Euclid Animal Shelter Commission 

An ordinance creating the Euclid Animal Shelter Commission to act as an advisory committee to assure the 

smooth and continued operation of the Euclid Animal Shelter.  (Sponsored by Councilpersons Langman, Lisy 

& Miller) 

 

Councilwoman Miller moved for passage, Councilman Lisy seconded.   

 

President Gudenas – We’ll talk about 6, 7, 8 & 9 altogether. 

 

Councilwoman Miller – The Safety Committee met last Wednesday and it was a very interesting presentation 

by all the members of the Commission. This first piece of legislation deals with actually approving this Euclid 

Animal Shelter Commission. We had the Committee working but we haven’t officially approved it. That’s the 

first one. 

 #7, is the actual appointing of the 4 members.  #8 deals with the date of July 1st to re-open the Euclid 

Animal Shelter. #9 deals with the fees which will be increased.  The adoption fee for dogs will be $80 and cats 

$70 with a $10 senior discount as well as $10 discount for an animal that has come into the shelter that has 

already been spayed/neutered.  I turn it over to Councilman Lisy or Councilman Langman to see if they have 

any input. 

 

Councilman Lisy – Again I’d like to thank the Commission members, Dan Chan,  Jan Gajda, Tod Guntner and 

Madeline Scarniench for their assistance on this.  We met once a week for the last two months trying to find 

an acceptable way to bring the Animal Shelter back up to its standards that the residents of the City grew to 

appreciate without increasing the budget for the animal control function.  There were two large donations that 

were placed into this account that will make this a viable project for the next two years with a $40,000 and 

with fundraisers and donations we’re currently receiving. 

 

Councilman Langman – I would just like to add to my colleagues comments.  I would like to thank Capt. 

Nosse for his input, Chief Maine and the Mayor.  We’re placing a large responsibility onto the citizens 

committee.  But I think Euclid is peculiar in that the citizens tend to step up to the plate.  We’ve seen that in 

other areas such as the Henn Mansion, folks that work at Shore.  I’m looking forward to their efforts and we’ll 

obviously support them anyway possible.  Thank you. 

 

President Gudenas – With the monies from the rental income for the animal shelter and the new money from 

the adoptions and some of this money from the donations from the estate, this would not increase the general 

fund expenditure with these new sources of revenues? 

 

Director Balazs – That would be correct. 

 

President Gudenas – We’ve done again a very creative way to use various sources, not just tax sources but 

outside income to accomplish the goals that we have to accomplish here.  Everyone deserves, especially 

Councilwoman Miller, Councilman Langman, Councilman Lisy spent a lot of time putting this together. 

 

Councilwoman Miller – I’d also like to mention Chairperson Scarniench has already past out Pet Pals 

membership forms.  You probably all received them at your desk. We’re ready to start collecting dues. 

 

President Gudenas – Where do you get these forms other than the Animal Shelter?  Any other place to get 

these? 

 

Councilwoman Miller – City Hall Lobby.   

 

Councilwoman Miller moved to close debate, Councilman Langman seconded.  Yeas:  Unanimous. 

 

Councilman Delaney moved to suspend the rules, Councilman Lisy seconded.  Yeas:  Unanimous. 

 

Roll Call:  Yeas:  Delaney, Gruber, Holzheimer Gail, Langman, Lisy, McTighe, Miller, Sustarsic, Gudenas. 

Passed. 

 

     Res. 121-2003 (470-03)  4 Animals to the EAS Commission 

A resolution to appoint four (4) members to the Euclid Animal Shelter Commission.  (Sponsored by 

Councilpersons Langman, Lisy & Miller) 
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Councilwoman Miller moved for passage, Councilman Sustarsic seconded. 

 

President Gudenas – This will be the 4 people on that Committee.  Who are? 

 

Councilwoman Miller – Could we please have them stand?  Madeline Scarniench, Tod Guntner, Jan Gajda 

and Dan Chan.   

 

President Gudenas – Its a very gutsy committee because there’s 4.  Around here an even number may not 

work. 

 

Councilwoman Miller – We’re looking for a fifth one.   

 

Roll Call:  Yeas:  Delaney, Gruber, Holzheimer Gail, Langman, Lisy, McTighe, Miller, Sustarsic, Gudenas. 

Passed. 

 

       Ord. 122-2003 (471-03) Opening Date EAS 

An emergency ordinance authorizing the re-opening of the Euclid Animal Shelter.  (Sponsored by 

Councilpersons Langman, Lisy & Miller) 

 

Councilwoman Holzheimer Gail moved for passage, Councilman Gruber seconded. 

 

President Gudenas – This is the important part of the whole thing.  A pay off for what we’ve just done. 

 

Mayor Oyaski – In addition to the Council that has worked hard and the citizens that have volunteered to raise 

needed funds.  We do want to publicly acknowledge the generosity of Ruth Armstrong.  Ruth Armstrong was 

the lady who was committed to the Euclid Dog Pound who passed away and made one of the larger bequest 

we’ve ever received.  I hope we can all keep her generosity in mind and perhaps at the appropriate time we 

can acknowledge her and thank her descendants for her generous bequest.  Thank you. 

 

President Gudenas – A resolution at the next meeting so that it is ready for the opening.  Or in addition to that, 

some kind of recognition at the Animal Shelter too. Perhaps the Law Dept. can prepare the Resolution. 

 

Councilman Delaney moved to suspend the rules, Councilman Lisy seconded.  Yeas:  Unanimous. 

 

Roll Call:  Yeas:  Delaney, Gruber, Holzheimer Gail, Langman, Lisy, McTighe, Miller, Sustarsic, Gudenas. 

Passed. 

 

   Ord. 123-2003 (472-03)  Amend Code Fees Adoption 

An ordinance amending Section 505.34 of the General Offences Code of the Codified Ordinances of the City 

of Euclid, Procedure and Fees for Adopting Animals.  (Sponsored by Councilpersons Langman, Lisy & 

Miller) 

 

Councilman Sustarsic moved for passage, Councilwoman Holzheimer Gail seconded. 

 

President Gudenas – These are the fees just previously mentioned to help pay for the Animal Shelter.   

 

Councilwoman Miller moved to suspend the rules, Councilman McTighe seconded.  Yeas:  Unanimous. 

 

Roll Call:  Yeas:  Delaney, Gruber, Holzheimer Gail, Langman, Lisy, McTighe, Miller, Sustarsic, Gudenas. 

Passed. 

 

Councilwoman Miller – I just want to add one thing and I should have done it before.  I would like to thank 

Mr. & Mrs. Emser for their first official membership, the donation that they made. 

 

President Gudenas – Thank you and maybe they started everything off and we’ll get a second one.  Thank 

you.   

 

CEREMONIAL RESOLUTION 

  Res. 116-2003 (476-03) Marius Skatelborough 
A resolution of congratulations to Marius Skatelborough on the celebration of his 80th birthday.  (Sponsored 

by Mayor Oyaski and the entire Council) 

Councilman Gruber moved for passage; seconded by Councilman Lisy.   

Roll Call:  Yeas:  Delaney, Gruber, Holzheimer Gail, Langman, Lisy, McTighe, Miller, Sustarsic, Gudenas 
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COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE 

Councilman Gruber moved to go into the Committee of the Whole; seconded by Councilman Langman.  Yeas:  

Unanimous. 

 

President Gudenas – Now we’re back to the Committee of the Whole to discuss anything of general 

importance to the City of Euclid.  We still have our complaint forms back there for whoever is interested. 

 

Mrs. Dorothy Fike – 20271 Delaware Rd.  I see Mr. Hayes isn’t here tonight, but I have a question.  You 

know you see them all over the city not only in Euclid but other communities, these new containers that they 

say clothes and shoes.  They’re in parking lots or by sidewalks.  I want to know if they have to have a permit 

to get them and who supervises them.  Tonight coming down there’s one at 222nd at the lumberyard and all 

around it is bags of stuff.  And it’s very unsightly and I want to know if someone, who gives them 

authorization?  Do they have to have a permit or anything to put these things up, these containers up?  They’re 

tall.  I would like to compare them to a port-a-potty because that’s to me what they look like.  But they’re that 

size.  They’re not the flat ones like that are over in the parking lot.  But anyway, it’s the same thing when you 

were talking about changing the contract with the waste hauler and there was some suggestion about opening 

up by the old incinerator of having people drop off stuff.  And they said that’s the problem when you have 

these containers is that people just drop them off.  So my question is do they need a permit to put up these 

structures?  They’re temporary.  And if so or if not, does anybody supervise them and when they get as 

unsightly as the one is at the lumberyard at 222nd, who would they contact?  I’m assuming the City would 

contact to tell them to clean it up.  I’d like an answer please. 

 

President Gudenas – And the answer is… 

 

Mayor Oyaski – The answer is charity is next to Godliness and we encourage people to give to those in need 

and that these boxes are generally a way to help people in need.  We do not have any formal regulation of 

these boxes, but they are covered under the general maintenance requirements in the commercial building 

code.  So if you have a specific complaint, please give it to Mr. Gliha and Mr. Hayes will respond.  But 

generally, it’s a positive thing where people can help other people.  But clearly it’s not be regularly maintained 

otherwise anything left outdoors is going to be wet. 

 

Mrs. Fike – I do have a formal complaint on that one because I go by it.  So I will be contacting… 

 

President Gudenas – There’s a form right there. 

 

Mrs. Fike – What? 

 

President Gudenas – You can use that form right out there. 

 

Mrs. Fike – There’s a form out there? 

 

President Gudenas – Right on the podium. 

 

Mrs. Fike – thank you. 

 

Mrs. Madeline Scarniench – 1511 E. 221.  Thank you, thank you, thank you and thank you.  First of all, 

there’s one person that we forgot.  Everybody thanked everyone.  We forgot Toni Lehmann.  Toni’s worked 

very hard.  She’s done everything that I’ve asked of her as far as information for the Committee and 

everything.  And so we appreciate everything that she’s done to help us get to where we are.  I know she’s 

excited. 

 The forms that were left on your desks are for a reason.  Euclid Pet Pals is what we’re calling ourselves 

because we intend to become a non-profit organization.  I’ve already filed for our Employee ID #.  That 

doesn’t cost us any money, but everything else does.  To do the incorporation papers, costs me, that’s $125.  I 

have to send that immediately with that.  And once those papers come back to do the incorporation that’s 

$150.  So if anyone is so inclined to fill out their papers tonight and make a donation tonight, we would really 

appreciate it so that we can get this show on the road so that we can make all donations that come in eligible 

for tax write-offs.  Currently, they won’t be; but it will be retroactive.  So as fast as we get this done the better 

it’ll be. 

 Let’s see what else did I want.  Now that this is all official and everything the question will be how soon 

will the advertisements go into the paper to hire our part-time worker?  And how quickly will the laid off 

officers be asked back?  How does that all work now? 

 

Chief Maine – Well, as everybody’s well aware of, we have a couple of laid off employees, who will be 

offered either the Animal Control job or the Animal Kennel Maintenance person.  Depending upon whether 
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they decide to take those offers or not, then those jobs will be posted within City and then if there’s no takers 

from within the City, then they would be advertised for.  So I can’t give you a real specific time as to when 

we’ll have those job positions filled. 

 

Mrs. Scarniench – But the maintenance worker is a new position. 

 

Chief Maine – Yes. 

 

Mrs. Scarniench – So that will go like immediately into the newspaper or however it works? 

 

Chief Maine – That job description will have to be submitted to Personnel and then, I believe, they would post 

it within the City first. 

 

Mrs. Scarniench – Okay, great, thank you.  And last time someone asked me for a phone number and Jan was 

very happy to put this together, it’s 289-2057.  If anyone wants information, you can see that.  There are forms 

out front to become a member of Euclid Pet Pals and also there’s volunteer forms because we’re starting to put 

that list together so that once we get opened we’ve got a core of people that are going to come in and help.  So 

please pick one up or call.  Thank you. 

 

President Gudenas – Operators are standing by.  I see you have on the form you could have your donation in 

memory of a pet or what have you. 

 

Mrs. Scarniench – Yes. 

 

President Gudenas – So people should know that.  Will there be… 

 

Mrs. Scarniench – Jan will talk on that. 

 

President Gudenas – Okay. 

 

Mr. Tod Guntner – 390 E. 257.  Again, thank you for making us official.  That is greatly appreciated.  Also not 

only do you have those membership applications but I know everybody in the audience here is dying to join 

also.  So we will remain here after the meeting, we will have them if you wish to become a member of Euclid 

Pet Pals.  Do appreciate that. 

 On the issue of 222 and the restructuring of that intersection, I was wondering if anybody had thought of 

the intersection at 305, Lake Shore, Bayridge.  That seemed to have worked for many, many years.  I was 

wondering, Chief, if you have any input on that intersection from the City of Willowick. 

 

Chief Maine – No, I don’t know enough about that intersection to be able to speak intelligently about it. 

 

Mr. Guntner – Well, that’s something that we might be able to look into as well as everything else.  Also, I see 

the gentleman from Clear Channel left.  I would be against putting something in a wetlands, myself.  There is 

plenty of land in that area, including a very unsightly pond just across on the other side.  Many more people 

coming into the City of Euclid would actually be able to see that without having to look across lanes, across 

traffic and take more of their eyes off the road.  So that would be another place to look into for that type of… 

 

President Gudenas – When you say pond? 

 

Mr. Guntner – Yeah, I call it a pond.  Between the railroad tracks. 

 

Mayor Oyaski – In Wickliffe. 

 

President Gudenas – Oh, over there. 

 

Mr. Guntner – Yeah, right on the opposite side of the freeway so that may be a better place to look at.  Both 

aesthetically… 

 

President Gudenas – There are State rules requiring where a billboard can go.  It has to be, I think, 600’ from 

an intersection.  And they spent a great deal of time identifying various locations, looked into the former 

incinerator property, etc.  As of this time, this was the only location they literally had to site it right where it is 

or not do it at all.  But because of the State rules and regulations regarding any type of billboard can go near an 

intersection. 

 

Mr. Guntner – All right, thank you. 
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Ms. Jan Gajda – 421 E 257 St.  Thank you for passing the Animal Shelter issues.  With an expected opening 

date of July 1st, a lot of plans are being put together to raise money for the Shelter.  We’ll offer membership in 

Pet Pals, which will be a yearly membership, and benefit of the membership is besides supporting the Shelter, 

there’ll be discounts on the fundraisers.  They’ll be a newsletter that goes out once or twice or three times a 

year.  Probably start out a little slower.  We’re going to have donation boxes at a number of Euclid merchants 

and fundraisers are being planned.  Our big event for this year will be a Clam Bark to be held on Friday, 

September 26th, at the Manor in Euclid.  We’ll need volunteers for these events and also for general duties and 

upkeep of the Shelter itself.   

 Volunteer applications and Pet Pals membership forms will be available here and also at the Shelter and 

probably at the Library.  For more information you can call the Animal Shelter at 216-289-2057.  Thank you. 

 

President Gudenas – Looks like you’ve got a good marketing plan. 

 

Mr. Michael Akos – 19480 Lake Shore Blvd.  I would like to take this moment to commend Councilman 

Daryl Langman for his work on this Lake Shore redevelopment.  As one who’s grown up in the City of Euclid 

and is familiar with 222 and Lake Shore Blvd. and everybody who drives through that and has grown up in 

this area knows that that is a very dangerous intersection.  And it’s an intersection that you have to be careful 

at; anybody that drives through it after 30 years is pretty much used to it.  But what Councilman Langman is 

trying to do with his Committee in redeveloping that area is bringing in people from outside of the City, who 

are not going to want to sit there and take away a memory of that’s the worst intersection I’ve ever driven 

through.  They’d rather sit there and go that was a great restaurant.  That was a great bunch of people we met 

and talked to and enjoyed with a nice walk down to the lake with any promenades we’d had.  So he’s to be 

commended for this kind of action to try and improve this intersection.  I really hope it comes out well for 

you, Councilman. 

 I had a couple of questions on the resignalization of what’s going on.  You’re talking about a new light at 

242, which would be the entrance to, obviously, the two high-rise apartment complexes there.  However, 

there’s a light right down the street at 238 near Stevenson’s and Mr. Mlachak’s house.  Will that be going 

away or will they try to be coordinating that?  That was one question. 

 The other question I had is, anybody who’s come up to Lake Shore Blvd. from a side street now that 

resignalization, if you’re trying to make a left turn, doesn’t actuate very quickly.  It’s a very slow process; it’s 

an interminable process.  Right turn people it’s not an issue for because they’re out of there and the magnets or 

whatever see that and go right back to the east-west flow.  But if you’re trying to turn left, it’s a much more 

difficult process than it has been before.  And I want to see if that issue could be addressed.  Thank you. 

 

President Gudenas – And it can be addressed because these are computerized systems and it’s basically set so 

that Lake Shore Blvd. traffic, including downtown Euclid, has priority over some of the side streets all the 

way down to 200th Street.  And the Traff-Pro people said that we could work on that and make some 

adjustments.  I’m not sure how that whole process works.  We have had a few complaints about that.  Now 

that they’re computerized we have much easier control over making changes. 

 

Mrs. Dorothy Max – 264 E. 242.  Are you really happy to see me back? 

 

President Gudenas – Well, depends on what you say. 

 

Mrs. Max – Usually people aren’t really happy to see me back.  I have just come back to say thank you 

everybody.  A special thanks to Councilmen Lisy and Langman, Councilwoman Miller, they worked so 

diligently and you don’t know, week after week after week to put this together.  And I really appreciate it.  

Thank you, everyone. 

 

President Gudenas – You’ve worked very hard yourself so thank you, too. 

 

Mr. Harvey Mlachak – 23831 Lake Shore Blvd.  I have long maintained that to be a well-read individual you 

should read the comics.  For those of you who missed B.C. in the Saturday’s News-Herald, B.C. says show me 

a politician, who’s term is up and I’ll show you a warden, who’s glad to get rid of him.  In my opinion, 50% of 

our politicians are or were in jail and I believe the other 50% ought to be. 

 It was brought to my attention that two homeowners in our City were cited because our Housing Inspector 

said the aluminum siding on their houses was faded and should be painted.  One o them is Mr. Jake Brezec on 

Goller Avenue, a senior citizen, who fortunately had the financial wherewithal available to him and had his 

house painted in a very short time.  It looks good.  Did he roll over and play dead?  Did he take the easiest way 

out?  Is he a good citizen?  I don’t know. 

 The second one was a Mr. George Stamp at 23341 Williams Avenue cited for the same violation, faded 

aluminum siding on his house.  Due to personal and financial problems, Mr. Stamp was unable to have his 
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house painted by the demanded date.  A warrant was issued for his arrest.  He was hauled into Court; fined 

$75 and ordered to have his home painted by July 18th no excuses or go to jail for 5 days.  

 I went to see the house and talked to Mr. Stamp.  This citation in my opinion is ridiculous.  The house is 

not bad.  It is neat; it is clean.  His grass is neatly trimmed, cut and trimmed as are his bushes.  I think any one 

of you in this room would welcome Mr. Stamp for a neighbor, even his dog is well behaved.   

 This treatment of one, this treatment of two of our citizens, one old and one young, prompts me to 

mention the sterling, responsible job Mary Jo Minarik does in reporting the goings on in our town.  

Specifically informing us of the $11 million suit filed against the City of Euclid by Mr. Joe Janosik for as they 

say alleged violations of his Civil and Constitutional rights.  I hope that he does prevail.  Citations that violate 

one’s Constitutional rights are unconscionable and not to be tolerated.  I will do all I can to aid Mr. Janosik in 

his plight.  For they also arrested me, put me in handcuffs, hauled me off to jail and court for which for 

violations I know were not legitimate Housing Code violations.  I made one major mistake.  I had blind faith 

and confidence in our Judicial system and represented myself because I could not afford private counsel.  I 

made one big mistake.  I had a fool for a client. 

 I talked to two people who are sympathetic and in agreement with Mr. Janosik.  One is Mary Jo Minarik, 

who says $11 million is ridiculous and greedy.  Mary Jo, how much are you willing to sell your Civil and 

Constitutional rights for, name your price.  Mr. Corbran agrees with Mr. Janosik and would like to see him 

prevail; however, he would only award him $10 in monetary damages.  Mr. Corbran, it surprises me that you, 

a senior citizen, a World War II vet, a holder of the Purple Heart Medal would only award a man $10 for his 

Civil and Constitutional rights.  Having said all of this, I like Patrick Henry say give me liberty or give me 

death.  On the reverse side of a State Memorial Coin, I’m not sure what state, it says live free or die.   

 I would just like to leave you, Gentlemen, one bit of information.  In about 35 or 38’ of water opposite the 

Euclid Beach Apartments and opposite Euclid General Hospital in 38’ of water, the perch are jumping in a 

boat.  Thank you. 

 

President Gudenas – Some day, they’ll be jumping in your cooler. 

 

Mr. Joe Udovic – 21371 Naumann.  I have a question for Ward 2 Councilman or possibly Hank, Mr. Gulich.  

E 248th and Ellsworth needs some sort of resurfacing.  Is that going to be on the list for 2003, some residents 

mentioned that possibly need some touchup or fill-in or something? 

 Councilman Langman, another question for you, a bus shelter in Tops Grocery Store, Shore Cultural 

Drive, is that something in the future?  Some residents said that would be a great idea to catch a bus there if 

they can have a place to sit while they’re waiting, make it more convenient for them. 

 Another comment, currently, recently I read an article about Mr. Sustarsic not running for reelection.  

Last Monday I had a chance to interact with some Ward 3 residents south of the highway.  I do agree this area 

does need some much needed attention, planning, revitalization at these sites and in this district.  So hopefully, 

somewhere down the line, we can start focusing our attention in that part of the neighborhood.  Also was 

brought up by some of the residents that they would like to see Mr. Sustarsic more visible in their 

neighborhood.  They do have a couple issue that need to be addressed. 

 Last but not least, this Council had an opportunity to pass legislation to reduce the pay for future Council 

people, which I’m glad that it did not, that it failed.  A Councilperson at the last meeting mentioned 

reorganization and realignment.  Jefferson Wells in their study suggested downsizing of our City Council.  

Why has this not been yet put on an agenda for legislation?  We are asking our City Police, Fire, Recreation, 

Service Directors to work harder with less labor.  Should this Council not set the example for all of us to 

follow?  Should we not lead them?  If the Fire and Police are not staffed to the capacity needed for our size, 

then why is our City Council overstaffed?  Through a reduction of City Council, not this current Council or 

the next, but the following will see the savings in money through less members present.  Downsizing is 

occurring throughout the business community, an example, my mom was employed at the Euclid Clinic 

Foundation.  In her department there’s a total of 14 women who did the work.  Five years prior to her 

retirement, the work staff was cut down to 7.  They were asked to do more work with less labor.  Maybe this is 

something we need to consider as well.  Thank you.  Have a good evening. 

 

Pastor Tom Owens – 24951 North Lakeland Blvd.  Just on a note, I wouldn’t have you all’s job.  I would like 

to say thank you and give kudos to the Police Department.  I just finished the Citizens Academy.  It was 

excellent.  I told the Chief.  If you’ve never even sit through it or ever heard anything about it, for 11 weeks, 

you think it’s a long time.  We have extremely sharp guys, men and women on the Police force.  And there’s 

an awful lot that they do that most of you don’t know.  I didn’t know and their expertise is just excellent.  And 

I’m just proud at least of this little part I can do as a pastor.  And I’d like to say thank you for some of the 

things you’re doing on Lake Shore. 

 I have only one question.  There’s been a rumor around about another facility opening up on Lake Shore 

maybe a bar or something called Dancing Queens or something.  I’d like to see if we can get more information 

about that.  It’s just a rumor.  I don’t know much about it.  If someone can, I know when we did our project in 

Living Waters, they checked us over tooth and nail and I’d like to hear more about that.  Thank you. 
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President Gudenas – All right, who knows about Dancing Queens?  Nobody.  We haven’t heard about it. 

 

Mr. Ron Emser – 25601 Farringdon.  Before the meeting this evening, I had a chance to see the Recreation 

Commission meeting on TV before I came down.  And I saw Bob speaking about a cleanup at Sims Park that 

was going to be May 31st.  And of course, we got rained out.  So I once again just want to reiterate the Lake 

Shore Group initiated a cleanup over at Sims Park and it’s going to be this coming Saturday.  It’s going to start 

at 8 a.m. through noon.  We have Greg Lawrence of the Lakeshore Coffee House is going to provide us with 

coffee and cocoa.  We have, hopefully, we won’t need the coffee and cocoa this weekend.  It might be a little 

warmer I trust.  And then Greg Jurcisin has invited us over to his, hopefully, sun-soaked patio behind Beach 

Club Bistro for pizza at noon after the whole cleanup.  So I encourage everybody to come down and give us a 

hand so we can have a nice pristine beach and park when we’re done at noon on Saturday.   

 And the one other question I have about the, we’re talking about the street signalizations and the whole 

thing.  And for many of us that often ride around on two wheels instead of four, an observation I have is that 

many of these, many of these intersections with the lights and the, I don’t know if they’re weighted or 

whatever it takes to trip these things, often don’t respond well to us two-wheelers.  And we take a whole lot 

more right turns then we ever really intended to.  But just a thought, you know, if there’s a weight limit, I 

mean, between me and my bike I should be able to trip this thing, but sometimes it doesn’t happen.  So just 

something to think about.  Thank you very much and hope to see everybody Saturday at Sims Park.   

 And also, almost forgot, the Sunday Sunset Celebrations are underway.  We are doing are best to come up 

with, we have a jazz group coming up.  We have another rock band coming up.  We have Denny Carleton 

coming up.  All these people are coming and volunteering their time just to support the citizenry and the 

volunteer efforts of the grass roots groups here in Euclid.  So I encourage everybody that isn’t involved yet to 

get involved in whatever organization they choose and just dig in and help.  I think it’s what’s going to bring 

Euclid back to really realizing its full potential.  Thanks. 

 

President Gudenas – We should add if you’re watching this on tape next week, you missed the beach cleanup 

because it will be June the 7th.  It’s always good to say the date because sometimes people watch a week later 

they’ll show up.  The beach will be all clean. 

 

Mrs. Deborah Kinds – 177 E. 192 St.  For those of you don’t know that’s the corner of 192nd and Lake Shore.  

In April, I’m bringing this out in response to a comment made on violations and citations from the City.  In 

April we hired a landscaper to do our landscaping for that corner.  Last Monday we terminated that contractor, 

landscaping contractor for non-fulfillment of the job.  We immediately the next day hired a new landscape 

contractor and were told not to cut the weeds down on our property as we were told from our former 

contractor because of the chemicals to be absorbed to kill the lawn.   

 I had contacted Councilman Gail quite a bit over the last couple of months about landscaping and in fact a 

tree on that corner.  We were cited on last Thursday for the weeds on our property even though we were told 

by the landscape contractors not to kill the weeds because of the chemicals absorbed long-growing weeds as 

opposed to stronger and quicker to kill down to the root. 

 My husband went to the City on Friday morning.  Presented our contract that we had, the old contract and 

the new, to the department that gave us the citation.  And we were told basically told no matter what cut the 

weeds down.  Friday evening we cut the weeds down and our lawn mower ended up being damaged because 

of a tree that is on that corner that is dying that the roots and everything protrude out of the yard.  Because we 

are citizens that do care about our property, we immediately cut the weeds down and told are landscaper that 

we had hired what we were basically told.  As of this morning, the weeds are dying in that property.  But we 

were also told when I contacted the Parks, Parks and Maintenance Department, the tree that was on level 3, 

categorized as a level 3 would not be cut down any time in the next 4-6 months at the very least due to the fact 

that they have other priorities.   

 As a citizen who was concerned about their property, I completely understand that and concern with what 

goes on in the City.  But when we’re told from a landscape contractor that we cannot even plant grass because 

the tree is so bad on that property that leaves us for other concerns when we’re also told that tree also cannot 

come down.  But I wanted to bring this out today at Council meeting due to the fact that we are concerned 

citizens and do care about our property.  And our unwillingness to cut down the weeds was not because we 

were careless citizens but because of the fact that we were guided by our landscape contractor.  And I just 

wanted to bring that out so that other members of the community who complain to the City can also know 

what our situation was.  Have a nice evening everybody. 

 

President Gudenas – It has been a very good weed season.  I’ve been, I sprayed the weeds, too, and I think we 

only had 2 days in May when you could spread it out without rain the next day. 

 

Mrs. Kinds – 25-30 days. 
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President Gudenas – Yes, very little.  It is 9 o’clock, which time we change the tape or unless no one has 

anything to say we end the meeting.  So do we have a lot to say?  No?  We could end this.  Anybody have 

anything to say. 

 

Councilman Gruber – The new wall got hit; the endcap got knocked off. 

 

Councilwoman Holzheimer Gail – Just one quick one.  I was unable to make the Police Auxiliary dinner and I 

wanted to thank Mary Lou Jost and Lt. Brickman for all their hard work.  Plus, publicly thank all of the men 

and women that serve in the Auxiliary.  I had a family commitment and was unable to attend, but that certainly 

does not mean I don’t appreciate their efforts.  So I wanted to thank them. 

 

President Gudenas – Very nice of them. 

 

Councilman Lisy – And there’s a Senior Volunteer Recognition dinner coming up and I will not be able to 

attend that and that does not mean that I do not appreciate all their volunteer efforts. 

 

President Gudenas – Good point.  I’ll be out of town myself. 

 

Councilwoman Miller – I will be out of town, too, and  I already called and told me that I can’t be there. 

 

ADJOURNMENT 

Councilman McTighe moved to adjourn the meeting; seconded by Councilman Lisy.  Yeas:  Unanimous. 

 

Attest: 

 

 

 

____________________________________                ___________________________________ 

Clerk of Council                    President of Council 

 


